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Abstract 
The fractional dimension of an ordered set was introduced in Brightwell and Scheinerman 
(1992). It is an interesting variant of the well studied order dimension and can be considered 
as a special case of the fractional coveting number of hypergraphs. In this paper we provide 
a geometric interpretation of the fractional dimension and prove three theorems: The fractional 
dimension of the j and k-level ( j<k)  of a Boolean lattice is k - j  + 2. Second, we deliver 
a formula for the product of standard orders, and third, we show that the fractional dimension 
is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion. In an appendix the fractional dimensions of 
3-irreducible orders are listed. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All tights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The fractional dimension of  an ordered set has been introduced by Brightwell and 
Scheinerman i  1992 [3,19]. I f  Ap denotes the incidence matrix of  critical pairs versus 
linear extensions of  a finite poset P, then the fractional dimension fdim(P) is the 
solution of  the following LP program: 
min lXx subject to Apx >I 1. 
The integral solution of  this program yields the dimension of P. The dimension of a 
poset is defined to be the minimal size of  a realizer, which is a set of  linear extensions 
whose intersection is P [5,21]. Linear extensions L1 . . . . .  L1 build a realizer of P if and 
only if every critical pair is reversed in at least one linear extension. This condition 
can be translated in the LP-formulation stated above. There exist several alternate 
formulations of  the fractional dimension. Before we recall another important one, we 
like to describe a geometric interpretation of  the LP-version in the following paragraph. 
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Fig. 1. This graph is the convex closure of {a, b, c}. It has a fractional minimal generating size of 2.5. 
Consider the graph depicted in Fig. 1. It can be generated as the (abstract) convex 
hull of three vertices, as e.g. a, b and c. The convex hull of a subset of vertices is 
built by repeatedly adding all vertices on shortest paths (see [15,22]). A subset S is 
called biconvex if S as well as its complement S are convex. A pair S,,~ of biconvex 
sets produces a cut which in a sense corresponds to cutting hyperplanes in real con- 
vexity. We assume that the graphs under consideration fulfill the following seperation 
property: Every vertex x can be seperated from a convex set C by a biconvex pair 
H,/-). This means that there exists a biconvex H with x E H and C C/q. Now, in a 
graph G = (V,E), S C V generates V if and only if every biconvex set contains at least 
one element of S. This naturally leads to the following LP-program: Every vertex gets 
a non-negative weight and the overall sum should be minimized under the restriction 
that the sum over each biconvex set should be at least one. In our example, we get 
2.5 by assigning weight 0.5 to the five outer vertices and zero to all others. That 2.5 
is best possible can be seen from the dual LP-program: Here the biconvex sets get 
weights such that the sums over all those containing a vertex is at most one and the 
overall sum is maximized. Giving weight 0.5 to the 3-element biconvex sets and zero 
to the others yields 2.5. Hence, the fractional minimal size of generators of G is 2.5. 
Observe that this fractional parameter is at least two if G is not just a singleton. This 
is because there exists a biconvex H seperating two different vertices and the sum over 
H and/-) must be at least two. We call a biconvex set which is minimal with respect 
to inclusion under all other biconvex sets a minimal biconvex set. In our example the 
3-element biconvex sets are the minimal ones. It is not difficult to see that we could 
have restricted the LP-conditions given above to minimal biconvex sets. 
What has all that to do with fractional dimension of a poset? The fractional dimension 
of P equals the fractional minimal generating size of the graph of linear extensions 
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Fig. 2. The Chevron-Poset P and its graph of linear extensions. The fractional dimension of P is 2.5. 
of P. The graph of linear extensions G(P) has all linear extensions of P as vertices 
with two being connected if they differ by an adjacent pair [15-17]. In case of the 
so-called chevron-poset its graph of linear extensions is depicted in Fig. 2. A critical 
pair of a poset P corresponds to a minimal biconvex set in G(P). It is reversed in 
a linear extension L if and only if the corresponding vertex of G(P) is contained 
in the minimal biconvex set corresponding to the critical pair.A set of vertices which 
generates G(P) is a set of realizers of P. Therefore, both LP-problems described above 
are basically the same. Similarly as in the case of the 5-star graph we get 2.5 for the 
fractional dimension of the chevron by assigning 0.5 to five outer vertices (see Fig. 2). 
This example also illustrates that only a selection of linear extensions determines the 
fractional dimension. This often leads to a strong reduction of the incidence matrix 
Ap. U. Leimich has created and implemented an algorithm, which generates only these 
relevant linear extensions [13,14]. 
We now recall another fundamental definition of fractional dimension. A k-fold 
realizer Rk of a poset P is a multiset of linear extensions {L1 .... ,L,} such that for 
each incomparable pair (x,y) it holds x<y in at least k of the Li's. In the finite 
ease it is enough to require this for all critical pairs (y,x). A pair (y,x) is critical 
if it is incomparable and a<y implies a<x and b>x implies b>y. For example, 
the chevron-poset has five critical pairs and the five high-lighted linear extensions in 
Fig. 2 build a 2-fold realizer. I f  t(k) denotes the size of a smallest k-fold realizer of 
P, then [3] 
fd im(P)= lim t(k)/k. k---+ oo
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We like to add yet another alternative description of the fractional dimension. Let 
us consider the hypergraph with linear extensions as vertices and hyperedges defined 
as follows: For every critical pair (x, y) there is a hyperedge consisting of those linear 
extensions in which y<x holds. Now, the LP-definition of the fractional dimension 
translates into the fractional covering number of the hypergraph. For a survey on the 
fractional covering number we refer to [8]. 
In their seminal paper [3] Brightwell and Scheinerman have investigated many prop- 
erties of fractional dimension guided by the corresponding developments of dimension 
theory. In [6] Felsner and Trotter have continued these studies and in particular they 
have proven that fdim(P) is never more than the maximum degree of P plus one. In 
this paper we further preceed along this line and present hree main results: We show 
that the fractional dimension is invariant under MacNeille completion, we provide a 
formula for level-subposets of Boolean lattices, and give a formula for the fractional 
dimension of products of standard orders. In an appendix we add tables of 3-irreducible 
posets with their number of linear extensions and their fractional dimension. 
2. The Dedekind-MacNeille completion 
Whenever there is an embedding of a poset P into a lattice L, the Dedekind- 
MacNeille completion of P can be added in between: P~--~(P)~--~L. In this sense 
c~(p) is the smallest lattice completion of P. It is known [1] that dimcg(P)= dimP. 
If P is embedded into the product of a minimal number of chains 1-IiEl Ci, then 
dimP~< dimCg(P)~< 1-Ii~Ci. Therefore the product characterization f dimP yields 
the wanted equation. In case of the fractional dimension a similar product characteri- 
zation does not seem to exist. Thus we have to follow another, yet fairly standard (cf. 
[10,11]) approach, in order to show that the fractional dimension is invariant under 
Dedekind-MacNeille completion. 
For A c_p the lower bounds LB(A) are defined by {x EPIVa EA :x<<.a} and the 
upper bounds UB(A) by {x E P Ira cA :x >>-a}. We call a pair (A,B) with A,B c_ P a 
cut if UB(A)---B and A = LB(B). The Dedekind-MacNeille completion ~(P) consists 
of all cuts of P ordered by (A1,B1)<~(A2,B2) if and only if AI C_A2 (¢:~ B1 C_B2). In 
some cases it is of advantage to consider only cuts (A,B) with A and B non empty. 
We denote all these cuts by ~(P). An element x of P is called join irreducible if 
x = V s for 0 ~:s c_ p implies x E S. The set of join irreducibles is denoted by J(P). 
The meet irreducibles M(P) are defined dually. By kerP we denote P restricted to 
J(P) UM(P). Finally, ~ x := {yEPly<~x} and T x : :  {yEP[y>~x}. Fig. 3 illustrates 
some definitions. 
Lemma 1 (Kelly [10]). Crit(P) C_ M(P) x J(P). 
Proofi Let (y,x)ECrit(P) and x= VS with xf[S. Then for all sES  it holds s<x 
and hence s < y. Hence x = V S ~< y, a contradiction. [] 
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Fig. 3. J(P)={a,b,c,d}, M(P)= (a,b,c,d,e}. 
Proposition 1. For a finite poset P it holds kerP --- ker ~(P). 
Proof, P is embedded into ~(P)  by f :x~( J ,  x,T x). We claim that f is a bi- 
jection between J(P) and j(c~(p)). Together with the corresponding result for the 
meet irreducibles this yields kerP ~ ker~(P). Let x EJ(P). Then f (x )=( ] ,  x,T x )= 
ViEl(Ai,Bi) implies x = ViE1Ai . Hence there exists Aj( j  E I) with x EAj. This in tuna 
implies f (x )  -- (J, x, T x) = (Aj,Bj). Thus, f (x )  E j(c~(p)). Before we continue with the 
other direction we like to remark that for (A,B)E ~(P)  it holds (A,B)=VaEA f(a).  
Now let (A,B)EJ(~(P)).  Then (A,B)= VaEA f (a)  implies (A,B)=f(ao)  for some 
a0 EA. It remains to show that a0 E J(P). Let a0= VS for some Sc_P. Then f (a0)= 
Vsesf (s )  and f (ao)=f (so)  holds for some so ES. Now J, a0= J, so implies a0---- 
soES. [] 
Theorem 1. For a finite poset P it holds: fdimkerP = fdimP. 
Proof. By monotonicity fdim kerP ~< fdim P holds. It remains to show that a k-fold 
realizer of size t of kerP can be extended to a k-fold realizer of the same size t of P. 
If C is a linear extension of kerP, then any linear extension of the transitive closure 
of C U P can be chosen as an extension of C with respect o P. By Lemma 1 such an 
extension of the original realizer provides a realizer of P which still is k-fold. [] 
Theorem 2. fdimP = fdim ~(P)  = fdim ~£(P). 
Proof. Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 yield the first equation: fdimP = fdimkerP 
= fdimker c~(P)= fdim c~(P). The second equation holds, because ~(P)  and ~£(P) dif- 
fer at most by a smallest and greatest element. [] 
Finally, we restate a theorem proven in [18] which is useful for the discussion of 
products. 
Theorem 3. ~(P × Q) ~- ~(P) × ~(Q). 
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3. Levels of the Boolean lattice 
For 1 ~<jl < "'" <jr <<.n let Bn(jl . . . . .  j l )  denote the Boolean lattice B~ restricted to 
the levels j l  . . . . .  jr. We prove in this section: 
Theorem 4. fdim(Bn(jl . . . . .  j l ) )=fdim(B,( j l , j l ) )=j l  --jl -~- 2 for 1 <jl < "'" <jl <n. 
Observe that the standard poset S~ is isomorphic to Bn(1, n - 1 ). Hence fdim S~ = n - 
1 - 1 + 2=n.  In this case the fractional and the usual dimension coincide (see [3]). 
In general this is not the case. 
A lot of effort has been done to determine the dimension of B,(l,k). Historically, 
the first result was [4] the exact dimension of B~(1, k) for k ~>2v~, published in 1950. 
1971 [20] studies the dimension of Bn(1,k). For k given dim(Bn(1,k))= O(loglogn) 
holds. During the last years quite a few new results have been achieved: 
• [12] shows dim(Bn(1, Llog nJ )) = f](log 3 n~ log log n); 
* [2] shows dim(B~(s,s + k)) = O(k 2 logn); 
• [9] gives the exact dimension of Bn(2, k) for almost every k >~2v/n - 1. Especially: 
dim(B~(2,n - 2 ) )=n - 1 for all n~>5; 
• [7] shows 
13 dim(B~(k,n - k) )=n - 2 for 3 ~<k< ff~/-n. 
For k and l fixed dim(Bn(l,k)) depends on n in general. The fractional dimension, 
however, does not. The dimension of Bn(1, k) can even be arbitrarily larger than the 
fractional dimension. 
The first equation in Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 1 and the following Lemma: 
Lemma 2. ker(Bn(jl . . . . .  j l ))  =Bn(j i , j l )  for 1 <jl < "'" <jl <n. 
Proof. It is not difficult to see that the join and meet irreducibles of Bn(jl . . . . .  j l )  
consist of B,(j l  ) and B,(jt), respectively. [] 
Below, the crucial second equation of Theorem 4 is restated and proven. 
Theorem 5. fd im(B,( j ,k))=k - j + 2 for O<j<k <n. 
Proof. The sets of Bn(j,k) which contain [ j -  1] and are contained in [k + 1] are 
isomorphic to the standard order Sk-j+2. Hence fdim(Bn (j, k))/> k - j + 2. 
Now, we are going to show that the n! (reverse) lexicographic orders of Bn re- 
stricted to B,(j, k) build a suitable multirealizer. For a permutation ~z = ~z(1)... zr(n) 
and I c_ [n] let max,{I} := max{zr-l(i)[ i E I}. In other words, max,( I )  is the index 
of the rightmost element o f /  in the word ~z=rffl).. .rffn); e.g. max, ({2,3})=2 for 
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rt = 3214. We set max.(0) = 1. The (reverse) lexicographic order (lex order for short) 
of Bn with respect o n is defined by 
I < ~J: e* max( I \ J )  < max( J \ / ) .  
I C J implies I < ~J and < ~ is indeed a linear extension of Bn. Our aim is to count 
the lex orders which reverse a critical pair (J,K) of B,(j,k). These are all the lex 
orders <~ for which K<~J  holds. We color the (say) r many elements of J \K  red 
and the (say) b many of K\ J  blue. Note that r f> 1, since J ~ K. The probability that 
the rightmost element of ~ is red is 
r r 1 1 
r+b-k - j+2r  k----2 + 2 ~> k - j  +2  
r 
Thus (J,K) is reversed in at least n! / (k - j+2)  lex orders, showing that fdim(Bn(j,k)) 
<~k- j  + 2. [] 
In reaction to a preprint version of this paper we have been informed that Theorem 5 
was already known to several other people. The corresponding inequalities and the spe- 
cial case j =- 1 have been proven (unpublished) by G. Hurlbert, S. Kostochka and L. 
Talysheva, and G. Brightwell. 
4. Cartesian products 
In this section we first show that the most important bounds for the dimension 
of products hold for fractional dimension as well. We then determine the fractional 
dimension of the square of standard examples. 
The (cartesian) product P × Q of posets P,Q has ground set P x Q and (x, xl)<~p × Q 
(y,y') :ee~x~py AXt ~Qy t. 
Theorem 6. Let P and Q be posets. Then 
fdim(P x Q)~> max(fdim(P), fdim(Q)). 
Proof. For every x E P and y E Q it holds 
P~Px{y} andQ~{x}×Q.  
As P × {y} and {x} x Q are suborders of P x Q, the claim follows from the monotony 
of fractional dimension. [] 
It is well known that a t-dimensional poset can be embedded into the cartesian 
product of t chains. So for posets PI, P2 with dimensions h, t2, the upper bound 
dim(P1 × P2 ) ~< tl + t2 = dim(Pl ) + dim(P2) ( 1 ) 
holds. 
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Though this argument cannot be used for fractional dimension, the inequality itself 
remains true. 
Theorem 7. Let P1, P2 be posets. Then 
fdim(Pl × P2) ~< fdim(P1 ) + fdim(P2 ). 
Proof. Let LI and L2 be linear extensions of P1 and P2 respectively, and let 
Critl := {((a, c), (b, d)) E Crit(Pt × Pc): (a, b) E Crit(Pl ) and b <L ~a}. 
Crit2 is defined similarly. 
We then construct a linear extension L~ of P1 × P2 which reverses all critical pairs 
of Critl: For every x E P2 let 
L' x :=(LI(1),x),(LI(2),x) ... .  ,(Ll(Iell),x) 
' .. ~ Similarly, L2 can be extended onto the product such and L~ :=LL:o),LL2(2 ), .,LL2(IP21). 
that all critical pairs of Crit2 are reversed by L2. 
Now choose optimal multirealizers ~k, ~l  of P1,P2 and build multisets ~ '  and ~"  
of linear extensions of P1 × P2 by extending each linear extension of ~k, ~t. This 
gives 
fdimPl × P2 <<. l .  I~l + k. I~1 _- fdimP1 + fdimP2. [] 
k . l  
We recall a useful special case of Proposition 4 of [18] and use the short notation 
X<~Y ifx<<.y for all xEX and yE  Y. 
Proposition 2. l f  P and Q have a smallest element 0 and a greatest element 1, then 
J(P × Q) = J(P × {0})U J({0} × Q), 
M(P × Q)=M(P  × {1})UM({1} x Q), 
J(P × {0})~<M({1} × Q), 
J({0} × Q)<M(P  × {1}). 
Theorem 8. For posets P, Q 
fdim(P × Q) = fdim(P) + fdim(Q) 
holds, if P and Q each have a smallest and a (different) greatest element. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 it is enough to show that fdimkerP × Q~> fdimkerP+fdimker Q. 
It follows from Proposition 2 that a critical pair of P x Q is either in M(P × { 1 }) x 
J(P × {0}) or in M({1} x Q)× J({0} × Q) and a linear extension can only reverse 
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Fig. 4. The standard example Sn. 
critical pairs of  one sort. Consider an optimal k-realizer R of  size t of  P × Q. Then, 
say t~ many of R reverse pairs of  the first type and t2 many of the second type. Now, 
fdimP<~h/k and fdimQ<<.t2/k. Therefore fd imP+ fdimQ<~t/k=fdimP × Q. [] 
A well known conjecture states that 
dim(P x Q)~> dim(P) + dim(Q) - 2 (2) 
holds for any posets P,Q (cf. [18]). This bound is tight for the square of  standard 
examples (see [21]). However, the fractional dimension is smaller. 
Theorem 9. For the standard example S,, n >>. 3, 
2n 2 n - 2 
fdim(S. × S,,) - - -  - 2n - 2 - 2 .  - -  
n+2 n+2 
holds. 
Proof. The critical pairs of  P := Sn × Sn are 
Cr i t (e )= {((ai, aj),(bk, bt)): i=k  or j=  l} 
[21]. Let pt be the restriction of  P onto {(ai, aj),(bi, bj): l<~i,j<<.n}. As Cr i t (P ' )= 
Crit(P), fdim(P I) = fdim(P) holds and we continue the proof with U.  Elements of  pt 
will be abbreviated by ai, j and bi,j. 
Table 1 defines four types of  linear extensions [21] where we count linear extensions 
of  type LR or Lc that reverse a certain critical pair. 
This implies that 
~n2+2n := {LR(i,jl,j2): i, j l , j2 C [n]} t3 {Lc(j ;  il, i2): j, il, i2 E [n]} 
is a (n 2 + 2n)-realizer of  P' ,  so 
fdim(U) ~< 1~n2+2" ] 
n 2 q- 2n 
To show that 
2n 2 
fdim(P')/> - -  
n+2 
2n 3 2n 2 
- -  --n2 +2n- -n+ 2 
(3) 
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Table I 
Saturated linear extensions of Sn × &.  Each column defines a type of linear extensions. In each 
extension x < y holds if x is in a cell below y. For linear extensions of type M8 or Mc, i ~:k and 
j ~ l  is necessary. 
LR(i;.h,.h ) Lc ( j ;  ii, i2 ) MR(i , j ,  k, l) Mc( i , j ,  k, I) 
bk, l:k •i, 1 ¢j2 bk, l:k ¢i2,1 ¢ j  bi,,l,:i' yki, l t 7kl bk,,l,:k' ykk, f 7kj 
ai, j 2 ai2,j ai. I ak, j
bk.iz:k yki bi2,l: l C j  hi, l,: 1 t ¢ j  bk, j,: j '  ¢ l  
bi, l: i I 7kk bkt,j: k I 7ki 
ai, l: l ¢J2 ak, j: k ~i2 aa, j ai, l 
bi.l: l ~Jl bk, j: k ~il bk.l bk, l 
ak,jl: k y~i aq,l: l C j  ai.j ' :jr ¢ l  ai, j, : f ¢1 
ai,,j: i I Ck ai,,j: i t Ck 
bi, jl bil ,j bi./ bi, j 
ak, l:k yki, l ykjl ak, l:k ~kil,l yAj ai,,j,:i' ¢ i , f  y~j ai,,j,:i' ¢ i , j  t ¢ j  
Critical pair Reversed by Number of linear 
extensions in col. 2 
(ai, j, bi,j) LR( i ; j l , j2): j l , j2 E [n] n 2 
Lc( j ; i l , i2) : i l , i2C[n] + n 2 
(ai, j, bk, j )  LR( i ; j l , j ) : j l  E [n] n 
with k ¢ i  LR(k;.Lj2):j2 E [n] + n 
Lc( j ; i l , i2) : i l , i2E[n]  + n 2 
(ai, j, bi,k) LR( i ; jb jz ) : j l , j2  E [n] n 2 
with k ¢ j  Lc ( j ; i l , i ) : i l , iE [n]  + n 
Lc( j ; i ,  i z ) : i ,  izE[n] + n 
holds, let Crit' be the subset of  Crit(P') defined by 
Crit':= {(ai,j, bk, i): i,j,k, I E [n] with either i ~=k or j ~ l} .  
Linear extensions of  type LR or Lc each reverse n 2 + n - 2 critical pairs of  Crit', and 
extensions of  type MR or Mc each 4n - 4. 
As these are the only saturated linear extensions of  P' (cf. [21]) no linear extension 
reverses more than n 2 + n - 2 critical pairs of  Crit'. Therefore 
fdim(P')~> [Crit'[ _ n2(2n - 2) _ 2n2(n - 1) 2n 2 
r' ~n- -2  (n+2) (n -1)=n+2"  
[] 
So conjecture (2) does not hold for fractional dimension. On the other hand, the 
defect 
2 .  fd im(&) - fdim(& × &)  
does not exceed the constant value of  4. 
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Table 2 
L Name l 
B 
C 
D 
CX~ 
CX2 
CX3 
EX~ 
EX2 
FX1 
FX2 
Ao 
A1 
A2 
Fo 
F1 
Diagram ICrit(P)l [A(P)I IAs(P)I fdim(P) 
9 288 10 4 
7 82 7 2 
3 
5 22 5 2 
}~ 9 123 8 5 
7 ~ , I I  224  i0 
8 130 6 2 
9 % ~  12 276 15 
9 153 7 5 
9 75 8 5 
i i  124 i0 
3 48 3 3 
8 1.088 20 3 
15 39.680 60 2 
7 44 7 5 
~ 12 644 15 24 
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Table 2. Continued. 
Name Diagram 
Eo 
E1 
E2 
/o 
11 
/2 
Go 
G1 
\ 
I// 
/ 
F 
i 
q 
4 b 
q 
q b 
ICrit(P)l 
19 
15 
23 
15 
23 
11 
IA(P)I 
17.244 
162 
3.222 
108.642 
242 
5.206 
183.650 
55 
212 
JAs(P)I 
48 
10 
26 
88 
24 
84 
18 
~ im(P)  
11 
5 
11 
5 
13 
6 
11 
5 
Table 2. Continued. 
Name I Diagram 
G2 13 
Ho 
H1 
H2 
Jo 
J1 
J2 
i 
I 
I 
J 
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I 
ICrit(P)l IA(P)J IAs(P)[ fdim(P) 
13 
15 
17 
11 
13 
15 5.560 
733 
197 
1.030 
4.483 
318 
1.410 
44 
32 
18 
36 
63 
15 
25 
11 
5 
11 
5 
11 
5 
13 
6 
Appendix: 3-irreducible orders 
Table 2 lists 3-irreducible orders with their fractional dimension. Additionally the 
number of critical pairs and linear extensions are given. The cardinality IA,(P) I is the 
minimum size of a set of linear extensions each reversing a different maximal set of 
critical pairs. Only these linear extensions are relevant for the (fractional) dimension 
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(see [13,14]).  The posets are taken f rom [21]. F rom each fami ly only the first three 
members  are listed. 
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